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For This He Came
2018-02-26

jesus death on the cross and resurrection from the grave are the cornerstone of our christian faith but it s important to remember the
events leading up to that time the ones in which christ taught his disciples important lessons that should still be imprinted on our hearts
today bill crowder walks you through those key moments of the last supper the garden of gethsemane and the trial before pilate as well as
christ s death and resurrection to give you a complete picture of the savior

Jesus Rose for Me
2020-03-02

children imagine what they would do if jesus came to visit them for a day

If Jesus Came to Visit Me
2000-01-30

this book is a charming story of a young child s experience when he in 1960 together with his big family immigrated to canada far away
from their homeland denmark we follow him from his early years as he struggles to adapt to a new culture all is written in a touching and
moving way but not without a stroke of humour as well it all leads up to the year of 1971 where his life took a completely and unexpected
turn beginning from that night in january when jesus christ entered his room the year turned out to be a year of divine visitation for the
author this book is a great testimony about god s love and his readiness to reveal himself even to those who don t seek him my faith in god
has been strengthened greatly by reading this book god is able to make himself known to persons whether they seek him or not esben
rokholm is my co worker in the ministry in my country as well as my friend and my coach and i thank god for him i can warmly
recommend this book pastor ioan groza amara romania esben rokholm graduated from w l u ontario canada he lives with his wife karin in
denmark and has three children most of the years he has been in the ministry in denmark and is now active in church planting and human
aid in romania esbenrokholm hotmail com

When Jesus Came Into My Room
2010-07

if jesus came to your house would he be your age and height how would you treat him would you give him your nicest toys and let him
have the longest turn on your rocking horse in this simple touching story a young boy realizes that he can treat others according to the
lessons he would learn if jesus really did come to his house



If Jesus Came to My House (reillustrated)
2008-06-10

this is a heart level conversation with you the reader every excuse reason and roadblock for not coming to christ is examined and duly
dealt with if you think you may be too bad or if perhaps you really are bad and you sin either openly or behind closed doors you will
discover that life in christ is for you too you can reject the message of salvation by faith or you can choose to live a life of sin after
professing faith in christ but you cannot change the truth as it is either for yourself or for others as such it behooves you and your family
to embrace truth claim it for your own and be genuinely set free for now and eternity come and embrace this free gift of god and live a
victorious life for him

He came to save; or, the Mission of Jesus. By H. J. W.
1868

this 4 week bible study leads the reader on a journey with jesus each week contains 5 study days a suggested text for scripture memory
and an optional family time reading and discussion point each day looks at the life of jesus as well as personal application for our modern
day lives ideal for the advent season this study will help the reader to purposefully practice remembering jesus

Jesus Came to Save Sinners
2017-04-01

a study guide and a teacher s manual gospel principles was written both as a personal study guide and as a teacher s manual as you study
it seeking the spirit of the lord you can grow in your understanding and testimony of god the father jesus christand his atonement and the
restoration of the gospel you can find answers to life s questions gain an assurance of your purpose and self worth and face personal and
family challenges with faith

Then Came Jesus
2014-11-13

in this urgently relevant wholly enlightening discussion of modern moral decisions the harvard theology professor harvey cox considers
jesus s contemporary significance moving far beyond the simple question what would jesus do cox shows how we can extrapolate moral
guidance from the parables of jesus as he did in his undergraduate class jesus and the moral life a course that grew so popular that the
lectures were held in a theater often used for rock concerts cox holds contemporary dilemmas in the light of lessons gleaned from the
gospels delving into centuries of theological exploration he pulls off a near miracle as he gathers disparate scholarly and religious views
of jesus while demonstrating respectful deep knowledge of jewish muslim and buddhist traditions and various christian teachings seattle



times invigorating and incisive this book encourages an intellectual approach to faith and inspires a clear way of thinking about moral
choices for all readers

How Jesus Came,
1959

father brown reflects here not only on those annunciations of jesus forthcoming birth in the gospels of matthew and luke but also on the
beautiful canticles the magnificat and the benedictus and on the origins of jesus as given in the first words of the new testament

Gospel Principles
1997

jesus said he was coming soon all his disciples and the writers of the new testament heard what he said and believed he would return
during their lifetime over two thousand years later most christian people believe he has still not come yet continue to claim he is coming
soon is it possible we have totally missed something from the scriptures about this second coming of christ it may surprise you to learn
jesus explained in very clear understandable terms not only when he was coming back but more importantly why over the past years there
have been hundreds of prophesies about when jesus was coming and when the world would end all of them have proven to be false doing
little more than casting doubt on the credibility of the bible and the faithfulness of god perhaps it is time we took a fresh look at what the
bible actually says about the end times there are a lot of differing opinions about the second coming the end of the world the last days and
a host of other topics associated with the promised coming of jesus this book examines what the scriptures actually say about these topics
and how they all fit perfectly into god s plan to redeem mankind from the consequences of sin jesus is coming soon presents a clear easy
to understand explanation about these end time events and it is an exciting and positive message god s plan for the world was is and
always be its salvation not its destruction you will be glad you read this book

When Jesus Came to Harvard
2006

the kingdom that never came offers a startling new look at christian beginnings that is bound to stir up controversy and debate for years
to come historians philosophers religious writers and cultural critics have never solved an age old question how could the radical
otherworldly vision of jesus have been transformed into a world historical drive into the earthly temporal realm the author argues that the
answer to this question has been staring all of us in the face across a span of 2000 years in the new testament itself for all to see but it
has remained buried in history christianity owes its very existence as well as its drive for secular power on earth to the failure of jesus
prediction of the coming of the kingdom of god within the lifetime of his own generation christianity was essentially a rebound against this
dead end wall of failed prophecy and the impetus of this great turn towards the realm of caesar has carried down to our own day this is
the history of christianity in a nutshell jesus apocalyptic delusion and christianity s ensuing rebound against this failed prophecy is the key
for understanding the union of church and state and the struggle for religious freedom in the history of the west



A Coming Christ in Advent
1988

for a brief moment in history jesus christ stooped to earth and became a man he suffered for us experienced our pain felt our grief now
you can meet the savior face to face with sensitive insights from dr jack hayford about that holy visit in the divine visitor you will find a
deeper understanding of christ by studying his incarnation his suffering his wounds his blood and his death you ll learn to access the
power of god for your life to help you triumph over sin and shame heal your broken heart and restore you to your vast worth in the eyes of
heaven

Jesus Is Coming Soon?
2016-06-30

bestselling author john piper explores fifty things that jesus accomplished through his death on the cross

The Kingdom That Never Came
2003-08-22

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Then Came Jesus
1967

the night that jesus came tells the story in poem of a family at home one night they were involved in their normal activities when the most
fantastic event in history occurs though the book involves the entire family it is told from the father s point of view the events in the book
have not occurred but they will

The Divine Visitor
2007-09-02

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original



copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and
we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Fifty Reasons Why Jesus Came to Die
2006

jesus christ has returned he sets to work right away healing the sick and infirm but also returning youth to the aged there are doubters
but one by one jesus proves them wrong with the aid of his friend farmer joe macdonald there s just one problem jesus isn t who he says
he is he is actually an alien from a planet of ruthless killers and he s there to get everyone on earth to be in shape for slavery john bruni
the author of dong of frankenstein poor bastards and rich fucks and tales of questionable taste returns to tell a tale of love redemption
madness loss fear faith and above all else survival brian keene author of the rising and the complex says john bruni is a nice kid he s one
of the next generation that i like he s actually one of the people i like in this genre and i don t like anybody

Christ Came Again
2009-02

the second coming of jesus christ is the core of the biblical worldview the climax of the biblical message the cornerstone of biblical
theology and the centrepiece of authentic biblical faith for the twenty first century at the heart of this bold opening statement by stephen
motyer is the conviction that jesus christ is the centre of the scriptures even though he only appears at the end for the new testament
writers jesus christ revolutionized their understanding of the scriptures and gave them a new centre around which to interpret the work
of god in the world and the climax of that work is the second coming of that same jesus christ jesus himself used the language of the
scriptures to promise his coming again the coming of the son of man hence we need the whole of scripture to understand what the second
coming means for us today the fact that the bible ends with the prayer come lord jesus revelation 22 20 is deeply appropriate the second
coming is the end of the biblical message its omega point its grand finale the denouement when all the players in the drama of earth
history both human and angelic are gathered in the drawing room to hear the master unpack the plot and give the verdict motyer s
comprehensive stimulating study is divided into two parts part one the biblical frame examines three old testament passages and lays the
foundation for part two new testament hopes and visions which explores a series of key texts he focuses on the second coming rather than
on millennialism or the end times in order to provide the fundamental biblical theology that must underlie our whole sense of god s future
for his world



The Night That Jesus Came
2018-09-21

the second coming of jesus christ is close at hand the last 2000 years has been the tribulation soon in our generation especially in my
lifetime jesus is coming back i met jesus on august 10th 2012 and i have a drawing that looks like jesus that the lord helped me to draw it
is a copy of adolfo simeione s work an artist from italy who was born in 1880 he drew a real picture of jesus without knowing it since i met
jesus i drew a picture of him using adolfo simeiones work the picture on the cover of this book proves to the world that i met jesus and all
50 of my books are about him jesus christ the intergalactic superstar the starchild when jesus comes back and if he looks like the picture
on the cover of this book that would prove that i met him personally there is no rapture or war before the second coming isaiah chpt 22
put a curse on the visions of the second coming read this book to see the error that theologians have made with the help of satan in the
last 500 years satan has been telling people when jesus appears that he will be the enemy that s satan entire defense he does not want
people to worship jesus when he appears insane theologians have been feeding the public with the wrong gospel of a pretribulation
midtribulation post tribulation web of lies also satan other defense against the church is the pedophile scandal that jesus warned us about
in mathew chpt 18 also the birth of israel in 1948 proves that this is the last generation before the end where 1 3 of the human race is
taken to hell psalm 110 6 revelation chpt 9 jesus will appear with all of his angels and the saints he will at first live in the king david hotel
in jerusalem the dome on the rock will be removed and the angels of jesus christ will rebuild the new temple mother church and jesus
christ will rule all the nations the star of david on the israeli flag is really a crown of thorns

The Second Coming of Christ
1873

physical abuse sexual abuse verbal abuse abandonment adverse childhood experiences rejection rape disease miscarriage trauma of any
sort all of these have caused a deep wound in the lives of so many people and they search for something or someone to fill that wound
things such as drugs alcohol sex gambling pornography work sports success etc many people are turning to those things to try to satisfy a
deep void inside their spirit that can only be fully satisfied by god but jesus came to save you deliver you heal you restore you comfort you
redeem you adopt you cleanse you to make you whole throughout this book i share some of my testimony of how jesus set me free from
the traumas i faced in my own life physical abuse disease abandonment rape etc how i questioned god and turned to things trying to fill
that deep wound but jesus came and gave me new life i share how the devil comes to try to steal your faith value and identity when some
form of trauma happens to you when you are left at your weakest moment as a result you blame yourself for the trauma you believe you
were created wrong otherwise the trauma would not have happened to you you question god s goodness if he is good then he would not
have allowed this to happen you question his existence there can t be a god these things can t be farther from the truth my friend what
god does for one person he wants and will do for you but jesus came so you can have complete salvation

Jesus Came Again
1956



bible teachers have an ideal model for evaluating their pedagogy the master teacher jesus read through the gospels and you quickly reach
the conclusion that jesus was a dynamic remarkably effective teacher never boring always stimulating never obtuse always clear never
pompous or distant always personal and lovingly concerned Ó writes roy zuck zuck explores jesus involvement of students in the learning
process his modeling of truth his method of responding to questions his use of rhetorical technique visuals and illustrations and his
attitude toward those who sat under his instruction zuck covers the rabbi s overall style and its impact on disciples the general public and
those who rejected him

Advent and Ascension: Or, How Jesus Came and How He Left Us
2019-03-11

i want to tell you about my week it did not start out so well daniel is four years old and he can t seem to do anything right every day things
just don t seem to go his way but one sunday a man named jesus comes to town how will jesus react to little daniel will daniel s week turn
around can daniel feel loved when everything is going wrong find out in the day jesus came to town

And Jesus Came Back
2017-06-02

experience the transformative power of christian preaching with this insightful examination of the role of preaching in the modern world
from the teachings of christ to the preaching of today s leading pastors and theologians jesus came preaching offers a fresh perspective
on the art of preaching and its place in contemporary christian life this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Come, Lord Jesus!
2016-04-21

the niv is the world s best selling modern translation with over 150 million copies in print since its first full publication in 1978 this highly
accurate and smooth reading version of the bible in modern english has the largest library of printed and electronic support material of
any modern translation



The Second Coming of Jesus Christ
2014-01-07

if after reading this book you feel jesus is knocking at your door let him in just get on your knees and say come in jesus i ve made a mess
of things come in and tell me what to do and i ll do it i would suggest you get a bible and start reading at the gospel of john chapter one
and verse one and read a little every day then pray and he will tell you what you need to do

But Jesus Came
2021-02-21

you can t turn on the television or visit any news oriented website without being bombarded by bad news from natural disasters to mass
shootings fraudulent corporate activity to parents abusing children or provocative celebrities to teenagers committing suicide the news
showcases a world that is unraveling before our eyes so what does it all mean is the increasing wickedness and destructive weather on
this planet a signal of something bigger is the world coming to an end the bible holds the answers to questions about the future while
jesus was on earth he shared with his disciples the signs that would take place before his second coming he gave us clues to ensure that
we would be ready and not caught off guard if you don t know the signs leading up to jesus second coming jesus is coming will give you a
brief overview of the clues jesus gave to prepare the world for the end and if you do know the signs please share this book with someone
who doesn t so that they will be prepared time is short

Teaching As Jesus Taught
2002-01-09

what will become of those who are left behind this is a sad question but it is eagerly asked by many it may readily be supposed that the
taking away of loved ones at the rapture will cause many of those left behind to seek the lord but as the holy spirit goes back with the
church and for the time being ceases his office work of regeneration who is to convert those who are left from the second coming of christ
the reverend clarence larkin was one of the most widely influential thinkers on end times prophecies of the early twentieth century and
his writings remain vital to appreciating the apocalyptic christian thought that today enjoys widespread popularity this 1918 work outlines
exactly what the bible predicts for the end of mankind s reign on earth and the return of the christian savior with a special emphasis on
who is to be saved and why numerous charts and illustrations depict the judgment seat of christ the stages of the second coming the
failure of man and more also available from cosimo classics larkin s the spirit world rightly dividing the word and the book of revelation
american baptist pastor and author clarence larkin 1850 1924 was born in pennsylvania and later set up his ministry there he wrote
extensively and popularly on a wide range of biblical and theological matters



The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
1858

belief in the second coming of christ is indispensable to biblical christianity it is also crucial to a positive and relevant christian worldview
in a world that otherwise despairs of real hope an earthly hope without the prospect of life beyond death is illusory and shortlived writes
the author but a real hope of eternal life with god sets us free from anxiety about death and frees us to work for the transformation of the
world the courage clarity and teaching skills of dr travis in this important book are going to help a great many people michael green as a
guide to a healthy and biblical perspective in thought and life this book would take some beating it gloriously lives up to the solid
affirmation of its title church of england newspaper dr stephen h travis is vice principal of st john s college nottingham england his other
books include getting to know the new testament and the bible in time

The Day Jesus Came to Town
2009-08

this book was written as a devotional resource leading up to christmas it aligns not only with the season of advent but with advent s great
expectation of hope in a coming messiah such hope is grounded in the psalms and in the law and the prophets it is from there that the old
testament saints looked forward to the coming of christ the king and it is to there that the new testament saints looked back to confirm
and understand just what happened in bethlehem and ultimately at the cross on calvary

Jesus Came Preaching Christian Preaching In The New Age
2023-07-18

searching for jesus is everything you thought you knew about him is everything that you don t know about him and is evertything you will
learn about him this book is not about how jesus christ fulfilled scripture prophesies or how many miracles he performed or an
explanation of his parables but rather it is about his physical presence throughout the holy bible from genesis to revelation and how he
interacted with the people and their life stories it is designed with intertwining scriptures and commentary to highlight his presence the
proof of this study will be your conclusion of the whole matter my prayers are with you as you launch out into the deep rev abraham
howard jr p s this book will take you where only a few have ventured to go

Holy Bible (NIV)
2008-09-02



When Jesus Came To My Door
2019-06-26

Jesus is Coming
2014-04-09

The Second Coming of Christ
2005-11-01

The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
1865

Christ Will Come Again
2004

The Life Jesus
1872

Jesus the Man Who Came from God
2016-08-01

The One Coming
2017-10-11



Searching For Jesus
2011-02
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